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To assist with the commissioning [1] of the Five-hundred-
meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST), we per-
formed a pulsar search, with the primary goal of develop-
ing and testing the pulsar data acquisition and processing
pipelines. We tested and used three pipelines, two (P1 and
P2 hereafter) searched for the periodic signature of pulsars
whereas the other one was used to search for bright single
pulses (P3 hereafter). A pulsar candidate was discovered in
the observation on the 22nd August, 2017, and later confirmed
by the Parkes radio telescope on the 10th September, 2017.
This pulsar, named PSR J1900-0134, was the first pulsar dis-
covered by FAST. The pulsar has a pulse period of 1.8 s and
a dispersion measure (DM) of 188 pc cm−3.

The search for radio pulsars is one of the main science
pursuits for FAST [2]. With the growing population of pul-
sars, we are finding pulsars exhibiting interesting phenomena,
such as pulsars whose emission switches off, those where
the emission drifts in phase, and much more [3, 4]. Pul-
sars are also used to provide stringent tests of theories of
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gravity, to search for errors in terrestrial time standards and
even to navigate spacecraft [5, 6]. Of course, there are still
new pulsars and new phenomena waiting to be discovered
(e.g., pulsar-black hole binary systems). Such pulsars will be
found through more sensitive surveys that cover wide regions
of the sky.

Commissioning observations with the FAST telescope, in
order to prepare the telescope for a large-scale survey, have
been ongoing since the 25th September, 2016. These commis-
sioning observations have allowed us to test the performance
of the telescope and the data processing systems.

The majority of these commissioning observations have
been carried out with a wide-band receiver system in a drift-
scan observing mode where the receiver is fixed in the sky.
The first data processing system that was commissioned pro-
vided high-time-resolution recordings of the incoming signal.
Such data streams are ideal for radio pulsars searches. We
have searched in all the recorded data for the signatures of
pulsars.

These commissioning observations have been phenome-
nally successful. More than 60 pulsar candidates have been
discovered and more than 50 of them were confirmed as new
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pulsars1). In this letter, we present the first pulsar discovered
by FAST.

The Commensal Radio Astronomy FAST Survey
(CRAFTS2) [7]) began in August 2017. Before June 2018,
it was a drift-scan survey using a 270-1620 MHz wide-band
single-beam receiver. The system temperature (without the
contribution from sky) was about 60-70 K (Table 1), and the
gain wass estimated to be 10.1 K/Jy during the observation.

The incoming data stream was processed by a digital
backend system based on a Field Programmable Gate Ar-
ray (FPGA) board (known as the “ROACH2” board) devel-
oped by the Collaboration for Astronomy Signal Process-
ing and Electronic Research (CASPER)3). The entire band of
the receiver was separated into two parts, which were pro-
cessed separately and recorded in two separate PSRFITS-
format [8] files. The first file covered a frequency range of
270-1024 MHz and the other covered 1024-1620 MHz, both
with the channel width of 0.25 MHz.

Drift scan observations were generally performed through-
out the night (from 7 pm to 8 am). The data was split into
individual files each 2 GB in size. The data rate was 80 MB/s
in total, implying that for one hour there would be 288 GB of
data. We noted that a given source will drift through the beam
in ∼ 10 s and ∼ 60 s for the high- and low-frequency ends of
the band respectively.

The resulting data files were first stored on the servers on
the FAST site before transferred to the FAST early science
data center at Guizhou Normal University through a dedi-
cated 2 Gb/s Ethernet connection.

The drift-scan observations that have been completed cov-
ered about 25% of the FAST sky, whose declination range
is −14.4◦ to 65.6◦. The choice of the declination tracks was
made through a population synthesis of the most likely areas
of the sky to find new pulsars (in brief, this simulation sug-
gested regions close to the Galactic plane, but outside of the
Arecibo sky).

In order to carry out a search for the pulse periodicity, the
raw data files were combined to form data files each with the
length of 52.4288 s (this time corresponded to a pulsar drift-
ing through the center of the beam at ∼ 300 MHz). In order
to maximise sensitivity to pulsars drifting through the beam,
the data files were formed every 26 s to ensure overlapping
data in adjacent files.

During the commissioning analysis the entire band was
analysed. We found that the most sensitive band for search-
ing for new pulsars was between 290 and 340 MHz (corre-
sponding to 200 channels over 50 MHz bandwidth). This

band was chosen based on the overall consideration of the
larger beam size at lower frequencies, relatively little radio
frequency interference (RFI), the limited computing power
available and that pulsars were typically brighter at lower ob-
serving frequencies. The data were processed by a cluster
equipped with 480 cores (forty E5-2680 v3 CPUs), with a
pulsar search pipeline (P1) based on the PRESTO4) software
package [9]. A separate cluster of desktop computers, pro-
vided by Guizhou Normal University, was used for searching
pulsars in the data covering the wider band between 290 and
802 MHz (512 MHz bandwidth), also with a PRESTO-based
pipeline (P2). These two pipelines used similar period and
DM trials, but different frequency bands.

The details of these two PRESTO-based pipelines will
be described in a later paper. In brief, we searched for
pulsars with RFIFIND to remove RFIs and then used AC-
CELSEARCH to search for pulsars with dispersion measures
up to ∼ 2000 pc cm−3. With the clusters mentioned above,
the real data processing time was much shorter than the ob-
serving time. Thus, in principle, we were able to perform the
searches for periodic signals in real time.

The single pulse search pipeline (P3) was described by
Zhu et al.5). The pipeline used GPUs running on the clus-
ter at the FAST site, processing data in the band of 270 to
526 MHz (with a bandwidth of 256 MHz). This pipeline was
fast and the data can be processed in real time.

A drift scan survey during one night can last for 10 h or
more. The resulting data can provide more than 30000 can-
didates from one periodicity search and thousands of candi-
dates from the single pulse search. We used three ranking
methods. The first method was looking at every candidate
by eye. The second method was using a tool based on the
REAPER method [10] in which the candidates were plotted
as a function of signal-to-noise radio (S/N) and period or dis-
persion measure. Those candidates with the unique period
and relatively high SNR were highly possible to be real pul-
sars. The third method was using a machine-learning algo-
rithm (PICS [11]). Similar methods were used for ranking
the single pulse candidates.

A highly ranked pulsar candidate (PSR J1900-0134) was
identified with a rotation period of 1832.306 ms and a disper-
sion measure of 188.3 pc cm−3 (the original name for the pul-
sar candidate was PSR J1859-01). This candidate was found
in the data taken on the 22nd August 2017 with all the three
pipelines, i.e. two periodic search pipelines (P1 and P2) and
one single pulse search pipeline (P3). Provisional parame-
ters for this pulsar (a detailed description of our follow-up

1) http://crafts.bao.ac.cn/pulsar
2) http://crafts.bao.ac.cn
3) https://casper.berkeley.edu/
4) https://www.cv.nrao.edu/ sransom/presto/
5) W. W. Zhu, et al. in preparation (2018)
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timing observations will be reported elsewhere) were listed
in Table 2. The right ascension and the declination were

Table 1 FAST specifications

Specifications Value

Declination range −14.4◦-65.6◦

System temperature Tsys (without the
60-70

contribution from sky Tsky) (K)

Frequency range (ultra-wide band receiver) (MHz) 270-1620

Number of polarization 2

Sampling time (µs) 200

Table 2 Parameters of PSR J1900-0134 from the timing observation of the
Parkes telescope

Properties Value

Right ascension, RA (J2000) 19:00:26.02(7)

Declination, Dec (J2000) −01:34:38(2)

Spin period, P (s) 1.8323313839(15)

Spin period derivative, Ṗ 3.040(8) × 10−14

Timing epoch (MJD) 58007

Dispersion measure, DM (pc cm−3) 179(2)

Data span (MJD) 58008-58395

Number of TOAs 103

RMS residual (µs) 4246

determined by the azimuthal angle of the telescope feed, the
elevation and the time when the flux maximum occurs during
the drift-scan. The accuracy in right-ascension in the original
discovery observation was better than 1’, while the accuracy
in declination was better than 2’. However, the timing obser-
vations have enabled us to determine the position with more
precision.

In Figure 1 we show the discovery image of the pulsar by
pipeline P2. This figure contains the folded pulse profile (top
left), the intensity (gray-scale) of the pulse as a function of
pulse phase and integration time (bottom left) and the inten-
sity as a function of pulse phase and observing frequency (top
middle). A statistic value (χ2, which can be treated in a simi-
lar fashion to the signal-to-noise ratio of the pulse profile) as a
function of dispersion measure is given in the bottom/middle
plot. The right-hand plots show small-scale searches to iden-
tify the pulse period and the period derivative that leads to the
folded pulse profile with the highest signal-to-noise ratio.

As this was the first major discovery made using FAST we
wished to confirm the discovery using an independent tele-
scope. We therefore re-observed the pulsar with the Parkes
telescope in Australia on the 10th September, 2017. We also
note that a reprocessing of the Parkes Multibeam Pulsar Sur-
vey data had a pulsar candidate at this position in the sky with

Figure 1 (Color online) The folded pulse profile (top left), intensity (gray-scale) of the pulse as a function of pulse phase and integration time (bottom left),
intensity as a function of pulse phase and observing frequency (top middle), a measure of the signal-to-noise of the pulse profile as a function of dispersion
measure (bottom middle) of PSR J1900-0134 (note that as this is the discovery plot we indicate the pulsar’s original name of PSR J1859-01). The right-hand
plots show small-scale searches to identify the pulse period and the period derivative that leads to the folded pulse profile with the highest signal-to-noise ratio.
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similar period and dispersion measure. The Parkes telescope
confirmed the discovery and monitoring observations of the
pulsar are ongoing and will be published elsewhere.

PSR J1900-0134 was the first pulsar discovered by FAST.
We have already confirmed a large number of other pulsars
and the number of discoveries is expected to rapidly increase
as we complete the commissioning of the telescope system
and start our major all-sky survey with the recently installed
19-beam receiver. Many of the pulsars discovered have al-
ready been found to be intrinsically interesting and such pul-
sars will soon be described in papers currently being pre-
pared. The enormous gain of the FAST telescope along with
the short integration times and powerful data processing sys-
tems provides FAST with the capability of finding very ex-
treme systems including sub-millisecond pulsars and close
binary systems, potentially including pulsar-black-hole bina-
ries.
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